Applications For Your Mobile Phone - Top 2017 Recommendations For Antivirus, Identity Theft Protection

Mobile applications are perhaps the world's most popular tidbits of software today. Mobile
Phones will soon replace your computer. From star gazing to socializing, smart phone
technology has taken a simple communication medium and made it an almost invincible part of
our lives. From shopping, to gaming, to maps are all on your phones now. Today, there are
more than 1.5 million various kinds of phone applications for mobile utility!

Internet over your phone is perhaps one of the best advancements in technology. Since the
inception of 3G and 4G technology into cell phones, broadband Internet at amazing speeds for
the most affordable rates have become popular. All over the world, people are depending more
on their phones to surf the net than computers! This technology has perhaps gained so much
momentum because of its portability.

But like computers, Internet usage always leads to invasion from viruses, Trojans and other
forms of malicious software into your phone. The phone's processor and motherboard are much
more delicate and sensitive than a hardy PC or laptop. Protecting your phone with mobile apps
downloaded for virus protection is vital. These are the top mobile apps that protect your smart
phone from all kinds of damage:

Lookout Mobile Security: This neat phone antivirus is perhaps among the most popular
mobile apps downloaded to protect your phone. This software also has an inbuilt locator
function that allows you to ping your mobile from the net and activate a siren. Misplace or lose
your phone anywhere, and activate the siren to find it easily!

Phone Spam Blocker: This cool phone antivirus lets you block and log all spamming and
annoying calls and texts. With this neat tool in your device, you can block and log each call
made by maddening telemarketers and report them to authorities. Daily number updates, and
smart suspicious number prediction allows you to be hassle free and save precious time!

Super Security: It is less powerful than the 'Lookout' software, but this amazing mobile
application allows you all the functions of a good antivirus on your phone. It has malware
removal, strongbox, quarantine folders, upgrades, and also a mobile locator like the 'Lookout'!
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Anti-Virus Laser: OK, gaming combined with phone security is possibly an expected
development of smart phone technology! Perhaps one of the most innovative mobile apps
downloaded to you phone for non recreational purposes, the Anti-Virus Laser is fun as well! Just
guide a laser of the matching color to destroy viruses represented by colored sparks! Cool,
innovative, and efficient, the free version itself has 10 levels of protection!

Anti-Virus Free: A basic phone security system from the Android OS developers, this software
cleans your phone off all malwares, spam messages, suspicious files, and problematic folders
efficiently! It's smart, it's powerful, and it's free - moreover, with Android, you can expect regular
upgrades.

These mobile apps downloaded on your phone protects you device from the constant threat of
malicious attacks from viruses. Some viruses are powerful enough to disable your phone
completely! Ensure you device's performance and security by downloading mobile applications
like these top stars.
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